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Course Objective
The objective of this course is to introduce the principles
and methods of software architecture in an enterprise
environment.
The course introduces modern approaches to enterprise
system integration, with an emphasis on service-oriented
architectures.
In addition to technical aspects, the course covers
organizational aspects of enterprise system integration,
including architecture governance and Business-IT
alignment.
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Structure of the Course
• Lectures (Mondays, weeks 1-14)
• Labs (Tuesday or Friday, weeks 1-14)
– Homeworks (weeks 1-13) – Graded!

• Project (weeks 9-15)
– Presentation on 12 Dec.
– Report due on 19 Dec.

• See details on the Wiki pages:
– http://courses.cs.ut.ee/2011/esi/

• Make sure you check the message board!
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Grading
• Project: 40 points (in teams of 4-5 members)
– 28 points for the product
•
•
•
•

Soundness of design and architectural choices
Scope of the solution (how much was implemented?)
Degree of heterogeneity of the system
Functional correctness/validation (does it work?)

– 7 points for written documentation
– 5 points for presentation

• Homeworks: 20 points
– Assessment of attendance to lab sessions

• Exam: 40 points
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People
• Luciano García-Bañuelos <lgarcia at ut.ee>
– Middleware, Web services SOAP/REST

• Marlon Dumas <dumas at ut.ee>
– SOA Analysis & Design, PAIS

• Siim Karus <siim04 at ut.ee>
– .Net and XSLT labs

• Abel Armas <abela at ut.ee>
– Java labs
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Part I

Problem and Introductory Scenario

The problem at a glance
• Users want to execute business
functions that span multiple applications
• Requires disparate applications to be
connected to a common integration
solution
• However:
–
–
–
–

Networks are slow
Networks are unreliable
No two applications are alike
Change is inevitable

Copyright © 2003 Gregor Hohpe

Isolated Systems

Unified Access
7
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Why change is important?

Information
Technology

Yields
Business
Value
Enables
Yields

Change and
innovation

Index Group (1982)
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Enterprise System Integration Scenario
Information system of a small hotel
Three functional areas:
– Guest management: reservations, check-in (including
room assignment), charges to room (e.g., room service),
check-out, closing of bill
– Keeping track of room availability, status – how many
rooms still available for a given night, forecasting how
many guests will stay beyond their reservation, forecasting
occupancy of hotel at a future date
– Scheduling room cleaning & maintenance: managing maid
& maintenance staff, cleaning rooms after late check-out

• Can you see dependencies across functional areas?
Based on a scenario by Richard Hull
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Enterprise System Integration Scenario
Change # 1: A restaurant is opened for hotel
guests and external customers:
• External customer pays for meal directly
• Hotel guest has option to pay for meal directly
or charge to room
– In either case, hotel likes to keep a record of the
guest eating in the restaurant, if guest is willing to
reveal his room number
– Restaurant offers breakfast for guests

Restaurant billing system has touch-points
with hotel guest system
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Enterprise System Integration Scenario
Change # 2: A loyalty program is introduced:
• Set up new system to keep track of customers
who are in loyalty program
• Loyalty program has multiple touch-points with
hotel system and restaurant system, e.g.,

– At reservation time, inquiring if customer is a member
of loyalty program, offering promotions, giving priority
for room allocation to loyalty club members
– At check-in, inquire if customer is in loyalty program,
if not offer sign-up, if yes offer better room
– Offer discounts at restaurant
– Offer discounts on other services at check-out and
record length of stay and points earned
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Enterprise System Integration Scenario
Change # 3: Hotel is bought out by a franchise:
• Reservations can be made either through the
franchise system or by calling the hotel
– Room availability have to deal with this dual sourcing
– Forecasting & pricing outsourced to franchise’s system

• Loyalty program merged into franchise’s program
– Hotel no longer operates the loyalty program, but must
interoperate with loyalty program system of franchise
– Benefits of existing loyal customer must be honored
– The franchise loyalty program gives points for all
expenses paid, whereas the original loyalty program
looked only at nights stayed in hotel

• Room cleaning/maintenance still managed locally
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Part II

Multi-tier Architectures

Application layers
Presentation Layer

•

Client is a user or program that wants to
perform an operation over the system. Clients
interact with the system through a
presentation layer

•

The application logic (aka business logic
layer) determines what the system actually
does. It enforces business rules and
coordinates business processes.

•

The resource manager (aka data layer) deals
with the management of the data necessary to
support the application logic. This is typically
a database but it can be a search engine,
document system or a file system.

Application Logic

Resource Manager

Client

App Server

Database

© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich
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1-tier Architecture

Server

© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

• All layers are bundled in a monolithic
entity.
• Typical “mainframe” architecture
• Users/programs access the system
through dumb terminals: what is
displayed and how it appears is
controlled by the server.
• Advantages:
– no forced context switches in the
control flow (everything happens
within the system),
– all is centralized, managing and
controlling resources is easier,
– Highly optimizable.
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2-tier Architecture: client/server

Server

© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

• With the arrival of PCs, the
presentation layer moves to the client.
• Advantages:
– It is possible to have multiple
presentation layers.
– Computing power at the client
machine allows one to have
sophisticated presentation layers
(choice of “fat” vs. “thin” clients).
– The concept of API makes its
appearance.
• In some 2-tier architectures, the
application logic is also placed in the
client, so the server only contains the
database
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Issues with 2-tier architecture

Server A

Server B

• The client is responsible for
knowing where things are,
how to get to them, and
how to ensure consistency!
• Little that can be done to
solve this problem within
the 2-tier model. An
additional level of
indirection is needed: The
Middleware

• Problematic for a client to
access multiple apps:
– the systems don’t know
each other
– no common business logic.
© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich
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3-tier architecture: Middleware arrives
clients
Middleware or
global application logic
Local application logic
Local resource
managers

middleware

Server A

• Middleware is a level of
indirection between clients and
other layers:
– Simplifies the design of the
clients by reducing the
number of interfaces.
– Encapsulates integration
logic and high level
application logic.
– Locates resources, accesses
them, and gathers results
(mediates between business
logic/data layer).

Server B

© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich
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N-tier Architectures: The Web arrives
client
Web browser

Web server

HTML filter

application logic
layer

presentation
layer

middleware

resource
management layer
information system
© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

• N-tier architectures result from
connecting several 3- tier
systems and/or adding a layer
to allow clients to access the
system through a Web server
(“Web layer”)
• The Web layer is hosted in a
Web application server: a
middleware accessible through
the Web.
• Web application servers are
taking also parts of the
functionality of traditional
middleware – the boundary
between the Web layer and
the middleware is blurred.
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Flexibility versus Performance

There is no problem in system
design that cannot be solved by
adding a level of indirection.
There is no performance
problem that cannot be solved
by removing a level of
indirection.

• The more boxes, the more modular
the system: more opportunities for
distribution and parallelism; more
extensibility points.
• The more boxes, the more arrows:
more connections need to be
maintained, more coordination is
needed. Complexity increases.
• The more boxes, the greater the
number of context switches and
intermediate steps to get to the data.
Performance degrades.
• System designers try to balance the
flexibility of modular design with
performance demands.
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Evolution of Information System
Architectures
1960s

1970s

Application

Application

1980s

1990s

2000s

Client Device

Client Device

Client Device

User Interface

User Interface

User Interface

User Interface

User Interface

Application

Application

Application

Application Logic

Application Logic

Application Logic

Application Logic

Service Service Service

Control Flow

Integration Logic

Integration Logic

Workflow / Middleware

BPMS / SOA Platform

Integration Logic

Integration Logic

Data

Database System Database System Database System Database System
Data

Data

Data

Data
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Integration Styles (classified by layer)
• Data level
– Shared/synchronized databases
– Data warehousing

• Business logic level
– Reuse application APIs
– File transfer
– RPC, message queues, workflow

• Presentation level
– Screen scraping, revamping
– Portlets, mashups
F. Daniel, J. Yu, B. Benatallah, F. Casati, M. Matera, R. Saint-Paul: “Understanding UI Integration”.
IEEE Internet Computing, Volume 11, Number 3, May/June 2007, IEEE, Pages 59-66.
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Integration Styles (classified by topology)
Point-to-point integration
–
–
–
–

DB synchronization
File transfer
RPC / RMI (without registry)
Simple message queues

Hub-and-spoke integration
–
–
–
–
–
–

Data warehousing
Federated databases
Message brokers
Object brokers
Enterprise Service Bus
Workflow / BPM systems
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Part III

Integration Concepts

Dimensions of Coupling in Middleware
• Synchronization coupling
– Blocking: a thread of an interacting party has to wait (block) to
produce or to consume an event.
– Non-blocking

• Space coupling
– Directed communication: the interacting parties need to know
each other.
– Undirected.

• Synchronization coupling occurs between the app and the
middleware. Time/space coupling occur between two apps.
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Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
• Applies the concept of a local procedure call to
distributed applications.
Client
Stub

Client

Server
Stub

Server

• Most RPC mechanisms are “synchronous”, request-reply
protocol, the client blocks until the server replies.
• First RPC standards proposed by Sun in 1980s.
• Notable examples of RPC-based middleware are DCE
and CORBA (although CORBA is broader)
© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich
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Characteristics of Synchronous RPC:
Blocking / Time-coupled
client

• Requires both parties to be
“on-line”: the caller makes a
request, the receiver gets the
request, processes the
request, sends a response, the
caller receives the response.
• The interaction requires both
client and server to be “alive”
at the same time

© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

Call

server
Receive

idle time

Response

Answer

• Drawbacks:
– connection overhead
– higher probability of failures
– it is a one-to-one system; it
is not really practical for
nested calls and complex
interactions
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Issues with Synchronous RPC
request()

• RPC requires a session
between the caller and the
receiver.
• Maintaining sessions
consumes CPU and
memory resources.
• For this reason, systems
often resort to “connection
pooling”
– have a pool of open
connections
– associate a thread with
each connection
– allocate connections as
needed

session
duration
do with answer
request()

receive
process
return
do with answer

Context is lost
Needs to be restarted!!
© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

receive
process
return
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Failures in Synchronous RPC
• If the client or the server fail,
the context is lost and
resynchronization is difficult.
– If the failure occurred
before 1, nothing has
happened
– If the failure occurs after 1
but before 2 (receiver
crashes), the request is lost
– If the failure happens after
2 but before 3, side effects
may cause inconsistencies
– If the failure occurs after 3
but before 4, the response
is lost but the action has
been performed (retry?)
• Who is responsible for finding
out what happened?

request()

do with answer

request()

4

receive
process
return

do with answer
timeout
try again

2

3

1
receive
process
return

do with answer
© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

1

receive
process
return
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2

3
2’

3’

Solutions
• Decouple request from response (two RPCs)
• Transactional RPC
• Message queuing
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Request and response decoupled
Client
1: Call

2: Request
4: Acknowledge

Client
Program
7: Call-back

Server
3: Store
request

5: Fetch
request

6: Result

Request
Database

Processing
Thread

• Request
– Client sends a request to the server
– Server stores request in DB and replies with acknowledgement to client

• Response
– Server thread takes pending requests from the DB and processes them
– Server sends result back to originating client using callback
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Message queuing
• Queuing complements
synchronous RPC:
– Suitable to modular design:
the code for making a
request can be in a different
module (even a different
machine!) than the code for
dealing with the response
– It is easier to also achieve
space decoupling
• Notable implementations of
message queuing include
MQSeries, MSMQ, JMS
implementations
© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

request()
queue

do with answer

receive
process
return

queue
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Note: RPC can still be done on queues:
“Asynchronous RPC”

Client

Synchronous
wrapper
Message Queue
API

Request Queue
Correlation

Server
Program

Reply Queue
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Interface vs. Payload Semantics
• Typically, interaction between a client and a server
results in the execution of some processing operation on
the server.
• The action to be performed can be specified in one of
two ways:
– Interface semantics
– Payload semantics
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Interface Semantics
• The operation to be performed is encoded in the
operation signature of the server component interface that
the message is sent to.
– Self descriptive operation names such as getCustomer(),
transferMoney()
– used in RPC style systems
– interfaces are intuitive and semantically rich
– changes to the interface require modification of all dependent
applications
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Payload Semantics
• Specifies the action to be performed within the message
passed
–
–
–
–

results in a generic interface with standard functions
e.g. sendMessage(), receiveMessage()
widely used in Message-Oriented Middleware
changing the message format does not necessarily affect all
dependent applications
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Semantics vs. Interaction Style
Interface
Semantics

RPC

Payload
Semantics

MOM
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Document-centric Messaging
• With RPC style communication, programming language
values (objects) are seamlessly serialized for transport
over the network. At the other end, they are
automatically converted back into objects.
• In heterogeneous environments, the programming
language of the receiver may be different to that of the
sender.
– Arguably, that the format of the message sent over the network
should be our central focus rather than what programming
language objects those messages might get mapped to.
– Clients and Receivers should exchange programming language
-neutral documents that both end-points must understand.
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Classification of Middleware
Application
servers
TP-Monitors

Transactional
RPC

Object
brokers

Object oriented
RPC (RMI)

Message
brokers

Asynchronous
RPC

Specialized forms of RPC with additional
functionality or properties

Remote Procedure Call

sockets

TCP, UDP

Internet Protocol (IP)

© Gustavo Alonso, ETH Zurich

sockets:
operating system level interface to the
underlying communication protocols
TCP, UDP: User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
transports data packets without guarantees
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) verifies
correct delivery of data streams
Internet Protocol (IP): moves a packet of data
from one node to another
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